The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
Department of Food Science and Agricultural Chemistry

Certificate in Food Science (30 cr.) – description, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added. 
Rationale: To ensure the structure in more streamlined as courses in the other food science programs. 
ES Comments/Corrections: Revise the proposed description so that it reads “… and then choose complementary …” It is recommended to remove the term listing of courses within the Complementary Course, to avoid extra work in the future [in case courses are not listed in the indicated term].

Faculty of Dentistry

M.Sc. in Dental Sciences; Non-Thesis (45 cr.) – required course deleted, required courses credits decreased, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary courses credits increased, note removed from beginning of complementary courses, and note at the end of the program layout revised. Rationale: Update to courses.

Faculty of Engineering

Dean’s Office

B.Eng.; Minor in Technological Entrepreneurship (18 cr.) – description. Rationale: To indicate the limit of double-counting credits.

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

B.Eng. in Electrical Engineering (138-139 cr.) – note added to list of required courses, asterisk added, existing “*” revised to “**”. Rationale: To allow more flexibility for students to take a more suitable course.

B.Eng.; Honours in Electrical Engineering (138-139 cr.) – note added to list of required courses, asterisk added, existing “*” revised to “**”. Rationale: To allow more flexibility for students to take a more suitable course.

B.Eng. in Computer Engineering (139-143 cr.) - note added to list of required courses, asterisk added, existing “*” revised to “**”. Rationale: To allow more flexibility for students to take a more suitable course.

B.S.E. (137-144 cr.) - note added to list of required courses, asterisk added, existing “*” revised to “**”. Rationale: To allow more flexibility for students to take a more suitable course. ES Comments/Corrections: Effective date indicated as “201501”.

Department of Mining and Materials Engineering

B.Eng. in Mining Engineering Co-Op (150-152 cr.) – a complementary course deleted. Rationale: Complementary course removed is the graduate version at the 500 level of a required course. ES Comments/Corrections: Effective date indicated as “201501”. Why isn’t the 500-level version of the course listed as required and retire MIME 325? Why the need for these two undergraduate courses?

Retirements

School of Continuing Studies
Department of Career and Professional Development

Diploma in Management; Operations Management (30 cr.). Rationale: This program has been replaced with another program.

Graduate Certificate in Operations Management (15 cr.). Rationale: This program has been replaced with another program.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Retirements [continued]
Faculty of Medicine
Department of Biomedical Engineering

M.Eng. in Biomedical Engineering; Bioinformatics (45 cr.). Rationale: No student enrolment since program inception.

Ph.D. in Biomedical Engineering; Bioinformatics (0 cr.). Rationale: No student enrolment since program inception.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
Department of Food Science and Agricultural Chemistry
FAES 310 Agribusiness Entrepreneurship (3 cr.) [PRN 8248]

School of Continuing Studies
Department of Language and Intercultural Communication
CEGL 170 Elem1EssentEng-Health Services (6 CEUs) schedule type – an appropriate schedule type is needed; title abbreviations revised; description revised to read “Intended … healthcare providers who …”

CEGL 171 Elem1 Eng Conv-Health Services (4 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing "Online Course" is not an existing

CEGL 172 Elem2EssentEng-Health Services (6 CEUs) schedule type – an appropriate schedule type is needed; title abbreviations revised; description revised to read “Intended … healthcare providers who …”

CEGL 173 Elem2 Eng Conv-Health Services (4 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing "Online Course" is not an existing

CEGL 174 Elem3EssentEng-Health Services (6 CEUs) schedule type – an appropriate schedule type is needed; title abbreviations revised; description revised to read “Intended … healthcare providers who …”

CEGL 175 Elem3 Eng Conv-Health Services (4 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing "Online Course" is not an existing

CEGL 270 Inter1EssentEng-HealthServices (6 CEUs) schedule type – an appropriate schedule type is needed; title abbreviations revised; description revised to read “Intended … healthcare providers who …”

CEGL 271 Inter1Eng Conv-Health Services (4 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing "Online Course" is not an existing

CEGL 272 Inter2EssentEng-HealthServices (6 CEUs) schedule type – an appropriate schedule type is needed; title abbreviations revised; description revised to read “Intended … healthcare providers who …”

CEGL 273 Inter2Eng Conv-Health Services (4 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing "Online Course" is not an existing

CEGL 274 Inter3EssentEng-Health Services (6 CEUs) schedule type – an appropriate schedule type is needed; title abbreviations revised; description revised to read “Intended … healthcare providers who have an advanced knowledge …”

CEGL 275 Inter3Eng Conv-Health Services (4 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing "Online Course" is not an existing

CEGL 370 Adv 1 Essential Eng-Healthcare (6 CEUs) schedule type – an appropriate schedule type is needed; description revised to read “Intended … healthcare providers who …”

CEGL 371 Adv 1 English Conv-Healthcare (4 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: description revised to read “Focuses … healthcare providers who …”

CEGL 372 Adv 2 Essential Eng-Healthcare (6 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing "Online Course" is not an existing

CEGL 373 Adv 2 English Conv-Healthcare (4 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: description revised to read “Focuses … healthcare providers who …”

CEGL 380 Adv1Essent Eng-Social Services (6 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing "Online Course” is not an existing

CEGL 381 Adv 1 Eng Conv-Social Services (4 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “/” in title replaced with “-“; description revised to read “Focuses … social services providers who have a high-intermediate knowledge of English”

CEGL 382 Adv2Essent Eng-Social Services (6 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing "Online Course” is not an existing

CEGL 371 Adv 1 English Conv-Healthcare (4 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: description revised to read “Focuses … healthcare providers who …”

CEGL 372 Adv 2 Essential Eng-Healthcare (6 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing "Online Course” is not an existing

CEGL 373 Adv 2 English Conv-Healthcare (4 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: description revised to read “Focuses … healthcare providers who …”

CEGL 380 Adv1Essent Eng-Social Services (6 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing "Online Course” is not an existing

CEGL 381 Adv 1 Eng Conv-Social Services (4 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “/” in title replaced with “-“; description revised to read “Focuses … social services providers who have a high-intermediate knowledge of English”

CEGL 382 Adv2Essent Eng-Social Services (6 CEUs) ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing "Online Course” is not an existing

School of Continuing Studies
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
FAES 310 Agribusiness Entrepreneurship (3 cr.) [PRN 8248]
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New [continued]
CEGL 383 Adv 2 Eng Conv-Social Services (4 CEUs)  ES Comments/Corrections: “/” in title replaced with “-”; description revised to read “Focuses … social services providers who have an advanced knowledge of English”;
CEGL 390 Adv1 Essential Eng-HealthAdmin (6 CEUs)  ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing schedule type – an appropriate schedule type is needed; “/” in title replaced with “-”; description revised to read “Intended … social services sectors who have a …. Calendar title revised to add “for”;
CEGL 391 Adv 1 Eng Conv-Health Admin (4 CEUs)  ES Comments/Corrections: “/” in title replaced with “-”; description revised to read “Focuses … social services sectors who have a high-intermediate knowledge of English”; Calendar title revised to add “for” and “Admin” spelled out to read “Administration”;
CEGL 392 Adv2 Essential Eng-HealthAdmin (6 CEUs)  ES Comments/Corrections: “Online Course” is not an existing schedule type – an appropriate schedule type is needed; “/” in title replaced with “-”; description revised to read “Intended … social services sectors who have an …. Calendar title revised to add “for”;
CEGL 393 Adv 2 Eng Conv-Health Admin (4 CEUs)  ES Comments/Corrections: “/” in title replaced with “-”; description revised to read “Focuses … social services sectors who have an advanced knowledge of English”; Calendar title revised to add “for” and “Admin” spelled out to read “Administration”;

Department of Career and Professional Development
CEN2 506 Financing Startups & Ventures (3 cr.)
CEN2 507 Venture Growth Strategies (3 cr.)
CPAC 102 Topics in Volunteer & Comm Dev (1 cr.)

Faculty of Engineering
School of Urban Planning
URBP 556 Urban Economy: A Spatial Persp (3 cr.) [PRN 7010]

Desautels Faculty of Management
INTG 201 Integrated Mgmt Essentials 1 (3 cr.) [Note to Class Schedule: New subject code]  ES Comments/Corrections: Revisions made to title abbreviations are suggested.
INTG 202 Integrated Mgmt Essentials 2 (3 cr.)  ES Comments/Corrections: Revisions made to title abbreviations are suggested.

Faculty of Medicine
Department of Epidemiology, Occupational Health and Biostatistics
EPIB 581 Fundamentals of Global Health (3 cr.) [PRN 9140]

Revisions
School of Continuing Studies
Department of Career and Professional Development
CEN2 500 New Venture Formation (3 cr.) – title, description;
CEN2 505 Sales & Negotiation Strategies (3 cr.) – title, description;
CEN2 510 Pract. Entrepreneurship Mgmt (3 cr.) – title, description, prerequisites;

Faculty of Engineering
School of Architecture
ARCH 525 Seminar on Analysis and Theory (3 cr.) [PRN 9093] – restrictions.

Department of Chemical Engineering
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions [continued]

Department of Mining and Materials Engineering
MIME 526 Mineral Economics (3 cr.) [PRN 8798] – prerequisites, restrictions. ES Comments/Corrections: Is MIME 325 significantly different from this course? Why the need for these two undergraduate courses?

Desautels Faculty of Management
MGPO 362 Fundls of Entrepreneurship (3 cr.) – supplementary information, restriction.

Retirements

School of Continuing Studies
Department of Career and Professional Development
CMS2 514 Analysis: Manufacturing Systems (3 cr.). Affected programs also being retired;
CMS2 516 Total Quality Management (3 cr.). Affected programs also being retired;
CMS2 518 Current Manufacturing Strategies (3 cr.). Affected programs also being retired;
CMS2 590 Topics in Operations Management (3 cr.). Affected programs also being retired.

Faculty of Engineering
Department of Chemical Engineering
CHEE 392 Project Laboratory 1 (4 cr.) [PRN 9178]. Affected program indicated.
CHEE 393 Project Laboratory 2 (5 cr.) [PRN 9179]. Affected program indicated.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP